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Abstract. We investigate the lattice structure of the set τ1W  of all weakly induced 

LT −1  topologies defined by families of (completely) scott continuous functions on 
X. It is proved that this lattice is complete,not atomic,not distributive,not 
complemented and not dually atomic.From this we deduce the properties of the lattice 

)(1 XW  of all weakly induced LT −1  topologies on a given set X .   
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1. Introduction 
The concept of induced fuzzy topological space was introduced by Weiss [14] .Lowen 
called these spaces a topologically generated spaces.Martin[9] introduced a 
generalised concept,weakly induced spaces,which was called semi induced space by 
Mashhour et al.[10].The notion of lower semicontinuous functions plays an important 
tool in defining the above concepts.In [5] Aygun et al. introduced a new class of 
functions from a topological space ),( τX  to a fuzzy lattice L  with its scott 
topology called (completely) scott continuous functions as a generalisation of 
(completely) lower-semi continuous functions from ),( τX  to [0,1] .It is known that 
[6] lattice of L -topologies is complete,atomic and not complemented.In [7] Jose and 
Johnson genralised weakly induced spaces introduced by Martin[9] using the tool 
(completely) scott continuous functions and studied the lattice structure of the set 

)(XW  of all weakly induced L -topologies on a given set X .A related problem is 
to find subfamilies in )(XW  having certain properties.The collection of all weakly 
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induced LT −1  topologies )(1 XW  form a lattice with natural order of set 
inclusion.In [12] Liu determined dual atoms in the lattice of 1T  topologies and 
Frolich [2] proved this lattice is dually atomic.Here we study properties of the lattice 

τ1W  of weakly induced LT −1  topologies defined by families of (completely) scott 
continuous functions with reference to τ  on X .It has dual atoms if and only if the 
membership lattice L  has dual atoms and it is not dually atomic in general.From the 
lattice τ1W  we deduce the lattice )(1 XW .  
 
2. Preliminaries 
Let X  be a nonempty ordinary set and ),,,(= ′∧∨≤LL  be a complete completely 
distributive lattice with smallest element 0  and largest element 11,0 ≠  and with an 

order reversing involution )(' Laaa ∈→ .We identify the constant function from 
X  to L  with value α  by α .The fundamental definition of L-fuzzy set theory and 

L-topology are assumed to be familiar to the leader in the sense of Chang[1].   
 
Definition 2.1. [11] A fuzzy point λx  in a set X  is a fuzzy set in X  

 defined by 




≠
=

xyif
xyif

yx
0

=)(
λ

λ  where 1<0 ≤λ  

 
Definition 2.2. [11] An L -topological space ),( FX  is said to be a LT −1  
topological space if for every two distinct fuzzy points px  and qy  , with distinct 

support ,there exists an Ff ∈  such that fxp ∈  and fyq ∉  and another 

Fg ∈  such that gyq ∈  and {0}\,, Lqpgxp ∈∀∉  
 

Remark 2.1. We take the definition of fuzzy points 1<,0 ≤λλx  so as to include all 

crisp singletons.Hence every crisp 1T  topology is a LT −1  topology by identifying 
it with its characteristic function .If τ  is any topology on a finite set, then τ  is 1T , 
if and only if it is discrete.However,the same is not true in L -topology.   

 
Definition 2.3. [4] An element Lp∈  is called prime if 1≠p  and whenever 

Lba ∈,  with pba ≤∧ ,then pa ≤  or pb ≤ .The set of all prime elements of L  
will be denoted by )(LPr .   

 
Definition 2.4. [13] The scott topology on L  is the topology generated by the sets of 
the form }:{ ptLt∈ , where )(LPp r∈ .Let ),( τX  be a topological space and 

LXf →),(: τ  be a function where L  has its scott topology ,we say that f  is 

scott continuous if for every τ∈∈∈ − }:{),( 1 ptLtfLPp r  
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Remark 2.2. When [0,1]=L ,the scott topology coincides with the topology of 
topologically generated spaces of Lowen[8].The set  

LXfLf X
L →∈ ),(:;{=)( ττω  is scott continuous}  

is an L -topology.It is the largest element in τW .If τ  is a 1T  topology )(τωL  is a 

LT −1  topology, we can denote it by )(1 τω L .An L -topology F  on X  is called 
an induced LT −1  topology if there exists a 1T  topology τ  on X  such that 

)(= 1 τω LF .   
 

Definition 2.5. [5] Let ),( τX  be a topological space and X∈α .A function 
LXf →),(: τ  ,where L  has its scott topology , is said to be completely scott 

continuous at X∈α  if for every )(LPp r∈  with pf )(α ,there is a regular 
open neighbourhood U  of α  in ),( τX  such that pxf )(  for every Ux∈
.That is }):({1 ptLtfU ∈⊂ −  and f  is called completely scott continuous on 
X  ,if f  is completely scott continuous at every point of X .   

 
Note 1. Let F  be a LT −1  topology on the set X , let cF  denote the 10−  
valued members of F ,that is , cF  is the set of all characteristic mappings in F.Then F 

is a LT −1  topology on X .Define cAc FXAF ∈⊂ µ:{=* ,where Aµ  is the 

characteristic function of }A .The LT −1  topological space ),( cFX  is same as the 

1T  topological spaces ),( *
cFX  

 
Definition 2.6. A LT −1  topological space ),( FX  is said to be a weakly induced 

LT −1  topological space,if for each fFf ,∈  is a scott continuous function from 
),( *

cFX  to L .   
 

Definition 2.7. If F  is the collection of all scott continuous functions from ),( *
cFX  

to L ,then F  is an induced space and )(= *
1 cL FF ω .   

 
Definition 2.8. [15] An element of a lattice L  is called an atom if it is the minimal 
element of {0}\L .   

 
Definition 2.9. [15] An element of a lattice L  is called a dual atom if it is the 
maximal element of {1}\L .   

 
Definition 2.10. [15] A bounded lattice is said to be complemented if for all x  in L
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there exists y  in L  such that 1=yx ∨  and 0=yx ∧ .   
 

3. Lattice of weakly induced LT −1  topology 
For a given 1T -topology on X  , the family τ1W  of all weakly induced LT −1  
topologies defined by families of scott continuous functions from ),( τX  to L  
forms a lattice under the natural order of set innclusion.The least upper bound of a 
collection of weakly induced LT −1  topologies belonging to τω1  is the weakly 

induced LT −1  topology which is generated by their union and their greatest lower 
bound is their intersection.The smallest element is the crisp cofinite topology denoted 
by 0  and the largest element is )(1 τω L .Also for a 1T  topology τ  on X ,the 
family τ1CW  of all weakly induced LT −1  topology defined by families of 
completely scott continuous functions from ),( τX  to L  forms a lattice under the 
natural order of set inclusion.Since every completely scott continuous function is scott 
continuous,it follows that τ1CW  is a sublattice of τ1W .We note that τ1W  and 

τ1CW  coincide when each open set in τ  is regular open.When D=τ ,the discrete 

topology on X ,these lattices coincide with lattice of weakly induced LT −1  
topologies on X .   
 
Theorem 3.1. The lattice τ1W  is complete.   

Proof. Let S  be a subset of τ1W  and let FG
SF
I
∈

= .Clearly G  is a LT −1  

topology.Let Gg∈ .Since each SF∈  is a weakly induced LT −1  topology,g is a 
scott continuous mapping from ),( *

cFX  to L . That is ptLtg :({1 ∈− , where 
*)})( cr FLPp ∈∈  for each SF∈ .Therefore ptLtg ;({1 ∈−  where 

*)})( c
SF

r FLPp I
∈

∈∈ .Hence g  is a scott continuous function from ),( *
cGX  to L

,where ),(=),( **
c

SF
c FXGX I

∈

.That is τ1WG∈  and G  is the greatest lower bound 

of S .Let K be the set of upper bounds of S .Then K  is nonempty since 
KL ∈)(=1 1 τω .Using the above argument K  has a greatest lower bound say H

.Then this H  is a least upper bound of S .Thus every subset S  of τ1W  has 
greatest lower bound and least upper bound.Hence τ1W  is complete.   
 
Note 2. Let CFT  denote the crisp cofinite topology,where ACFT A :{= µ  is a 
subset of X  whose complement is finite }0{}∪ ,where Aµ  is the charcteristic 
function of A  
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Theorem 3.2. τ1W  is not atomic.   

Proof. The atoms in τ1W  are LT −1  topologies generated by  

1<},0{ ≤∪ λλxCFT  where λx  is a fuzzy point.Let 0>)(:{= xfLf X∈l  for 
all but finite number of points of {0}}∪X . 

*},0{= cc FCFTF ∪ =discrete topology.Then l  is a weakly induced 1T  
topology on X  and it cannot be expressed as join of atoms.Hence τ1W  is not 
atomic.   

 
Theorem 3.3. [3] A lattice L  is modular if and only if it has no sublattice 
isomorphic to 5N ,where 5N  is standard non modular lattice   

 
Theorem 3.4. τ1W  is not distributive.   
Proof. Since every distributive lattice is necessarily modular,we prove that τ1W  is 
not modular. This can be illustrated with an example. Let 

(0,1),,,,, 321 ∈∈ γβαXxxx  Let F  be the weakly induced LT −1  topology 

generated by },,{ 321 fffCFT ∪  where 321 ,, fff  are L -subsets defined by 
 





≠
=

1

1
1 0

=)(
xywhen
xywhen

yf
α

              









≠
=
=
=

321

3

2

1

2

,,0

=)(

xxxywhen
xywhen
xywhen
xywhen

yf
γ
β
α

 

 









≠
=
=

32

3

2

3

,0
=)(

xxywhen
xywhen
xywhen

yf γ
β

 

 
Let 1F  be the weakly induced LT −1  topology generated by }.{ 1fCFT ∪  

Let 2F  be the weakly induced LT −1  topology generated by 
}.,{ 21 ffCFT ∪  

Let 3F  be the weakly induced LT −1  topology generated by }.{ 3fCFT ∪  
Then FFF =32 ∨  and FFF =31 ∨  so that },,,,{ 321 FFFFCFT  forms a 
sublattice of τ1W  isomorphic to 5N  ,where 5N  is the standard non modular 
lattice.Therefore τ1W  is not modular and hence not distributive.   
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Theorem 3.5. τ1W  is not complemented.   

Proof. Let F  be the weakly induced LT −1  topology generated by }{ λxCFT ∪
.Then 1 is not a complement of F  since 01≠∧F .Let H  be any weakly induced 

LT −1  topology other than 1.If HF ⊂ ,then H  cannot be the complement of F
.If HFÚ , let GHF =∨  and G  has the subbasis },/{ HhFfhf ∈∈∧ .Then 
G  cannot be equal to )(1 τω L .Hence it is not a complement of F .   

 
Remark 3.1. When D=τ ,the discrete topology on )(=, 11 XWWX D ,the collection 
of all weakly induced L -topologies on X .The family of all weakly induced LT −1  
topologies is defined by scott continuous functions where each scott continuous 
function is a characteristic function, is a sublattice of )(1 XW  and is a lattice 
isomorphic to the lattice of all topologies on X .The elements of this lattice are 
called crisp 1T  topoloigies.   

 
Theorem 3.6. The lattice of weakly induced −L topologies )(1 XW  is not 
complemented. 
 
Proof. This follows from theorem 3.5   

 
Theorem 3.7.  If L  has dual atoms , then τ1W  has dual atoms.  

Proof. Let τ  be a dual atom in the lattice of 1T  topologies. The only topology finer 
than τ  is the discrete topology. Then there exists a subset A  of X  such that the 
simple expansion of τ  by A  is the discrete topology. Now consider )(1 τω L ,the 

LT −1  topology consists of all scott continuous functions.Then the characteristic 
function Aµ  of the subset A  doesnot belong to )(1 τω L .Then if α  is a dual atom 
in L ,then the weakly induced LT −1  topology generated by αµτω AL ∪)(1  is a dual 
atom in τ1W  where  

                  


 ∈

otherwise
Axif

xA 0
=)(

α
µα  

 
Theorem 3.8. If L  has no dual atoms,then LW1  has no dual atoms.   
Proof. Let F  be any weakly induced LT −1  topology other than )(=1 1 τω L .Then 
we claim that there exists atleast one weakly induced LT −1  topology finer than F
.Since F  is a weakly induced LT −1  topology different from FL ),(1 τω  cannnot 
contain all characteristic functions of subsets of X .Since L  has no dual atoms,the 
collection S  of L  subsets not belonging to F  is infinite. If Sg∈ ,then )(gF , 
the simple expansion of F  by g  is a weakly induced LT −1  topology.Thus for 
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any weakly induced LT −1  topology F , there exists a weakly induced LT −1  
topology )(= gFG , such that 1≠⊂GF . Hence the proof of the theorem is 
completed.   

 Comparing theorem 3.7 and Theorem 3.8 we have  the following theorem. 
 

Theorem 3.9. The lattice of weakly induced LT −1  topologies τ1W  has dual atoms 
if and only if L  has dual atoms.   

 
Theorem 3.10. τ1W  is not dually atomic in general.   
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